Cunninghame, a peaceful, well governed
land of well planted houses and castles?
David H. Caldwell
Cunninghame is an old administrative unit
and a medieval lordship in the west of
Scotland, forming the northernmost of three
such units into which the shire of Ayr was
divided. It borders the Firth of Clyde and
extends north-south for 20 miles and inland
as much as 29 miles. It has an area of
approximately 270 square miles. Timothy
Pont travelled round Cunninghame
sometime about 1604-1608, preparing a map
and writing a gazetteer including an
alphabetic list of 348 important places with
brief notes on many of them.¹ He was a well
educated man, son of a minister who was a
leading light in the Church, and himself a
minister. By 1604 he was an experienced
chorographer, having travelled through much
of Scotland producing an impressive series of
maps. Pont’s contribution in this field is
rightly now much admired and appreciated
by historians and geographers.²
In the case of Cunninghame, it is clear
from his text that Pont had access not just
to major works on the history of Scotland,
like those by Hector Boece and George
Buchanan,³ but also to documentation that
no longer survives, like the cartulary of
Kilwinning Abbey. He also picked up,
presumably from locals, various traditions
and legends, like the massacre of the
English garrison of Ardrossan Castle by
William Wallace. He does not demonstrate
any specialist knowledge or interest in
architecture and fortifications. Only in his
entry on Kilwinning Abbey, then in ruins,
does he provide architectural observations,
that it was built of freestone and its church
was modelled on Glasgow Cathedral.⁴
Pont’s original map of Cunninghame does not
survive, only a version of it in volume 5 of
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Joan Blaeu’s world atlas, published in
Amsterdam in 1654.⁵ It is known that some
of his maps were subjected to changes by a
succession of Scottish and Dutch editors, but
a good case has been made that the map of
Cunninghame is essentially Pont’s work.⁶ The
accompanying description of Cunninghame,
first published in 1825, only survives in a
version copied by the Scottish annalist and
antiquary, Sir James Balfour (c. 1600- c.
1658), now in the National Library of
Scotland. There is also a series of
geographical notes on Cunninghame, listing
places and distances between them, derived
from Pont’s papers and incorporated in the
geographical
collections
of
Walter
MacFarlane in the 18th century. Despite
having neither Pont’s original map nor text
we can be reasonably confident in the quality
of the copies by Blaeu, Balfour and
MacFarlane. Together they provide one of
the most detailed pictures of any region of
Scotland at the very beginning of the 17th
century.⁷
On 1 July 1606 while parliament was sitting
in Perth there was a street fight in which one
of the servants of the earl of Glencairn, one
of the major landowners in Cunninghame
and head of the Cunningham family, was
killed. This, thanks to renewed efforts by the
king, turned out to be the last act in one of
the longest running and most notorious
feuds in Scotland which over a period of over
150 years had seen the enmity between the
Cunninghams and the other leading
Cunninghame
based
family,
the
Montgomeries, headed by the earls of
Eglinton, lead to mayhem and the murder of
leading players including Hugh, fourth Earl of
Eglinton in 1586.⁸ Pont, however, puts a
remarkably positive gloss on this, describing
how ‘this country is beine of a longe tyme
very peacable except somequhat in the late
age troubled with ye intestine broyles of ye
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Fig. 1. Detail from Blaeu’s 1654 map of Cunninnghame.
houses of Glencairne and Eglintone and ther Pont’s view of Cunninghame’s castles
adherents wich ar nou in effect all forgottin’.⁹ From the point of view of castellologists
Pont also fails to mention other information Blaeu’s map of Cunninghame is striking
about Cunninghame lairds which would have since, uniquely amongst the 46 Scottish
not sat well with his narrative of a peaceful regional maps in his atlas, it uses a simple,
well-planted country. In 1597, Hugh Barclay of relatively large symbol to denote castles or
Ladyland, a notorious catholic conspirator tower-houses (Fig. 1). This is in the form of
involved in plots to bring in a Spanish army, a battlemented tower, incorporating a circle
died in mysterious circumstances on Ailsa at ground floor level, like a large gunloop.
Craig, an island further down the Ayrshire There are 22 of these, plus another five with
coast.¹⁰ Barclay had a reputation as a poet, as added buildings – the castles of Blair, Giffin
did a more famous friend, Alexander and Loudoun (with two such towers), and
Montgomerie, a younger son of the laird of the castle of Newmilns incorporated in its
nearby Hessilhead. Montgomerie had been town. Many of the castles so marked did
poetic mentor to the young King James VI, but indeed consist of a tower-house, or included
embarrassingly, his catholic leanings also led one in a larger complex. Whether or not it
to his involvement in the Ailsa Craig plot.¹¹ was the intention, either of Pont or Blaeu, it
Instead, Pont stresses how well governed does create an impression of Cunninghame
Cunninghame was, both ecclesiastically as a being a land of castles. In reality, there is no
presbytery of the Church, and civilly as a reason to think that it was any more
endowed with castles and tower-houses
bailiary.
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than other parts of Lowland
Scotland.¹² Blaeu used a fairly
limited range of other architectural
symbols on this map. Many places
are marked merely by an annulet,
others by a two storey house with
flag-pole or spire. None of these
give a realistic impression of the
buildings in question, as has been
claimed for representations on
surviving original maps by Pont.¹³
Pont’s alphabet of settlements
lists 43 actual residences, excluding
towns, villages, ancient forts and
ruins. These are tabulated in the
appendix to this paper. Of these, 13
are named or described as castles,
6 as towers and 3 as donjons. Of the
rest, 13 are described as dwellings
and the others as buildings, houses
or habitations. There is no reason to
think that Pont was using these
terms in a precise way to describe a
Fig. 2. Fairlie Castle (MacGibbon and Ross).
classification of different types of
structures. His use of the words
Pont regarded many of these properties as
‘dwelling’ and ‘house’, sometimes with ‘ancient’, including Fairlie Castle, ‘verey
adjectives like ‘strong’ and ‘ancient’, is clearly ancient’ (Fig. 2). The wide-mouth gunloops at
ambiguous, since his dwellings and houses ground floor level would seem, however, to
include structures that are described in other indicate that it is 16th-century in date,
early sources and nowadays as castles, like perhaps mid century, a likely date also for the
Eglinton, Rowallan and Skelmorlie. Our table decorative, false machicolation of the
also includes some other properties, like the battlements.¹⁴ Perhaps that was very ancient,
castles of Loudoun and Hunterston, clearly as far as Pont was concerned, or more likely,
there in Pont’s time, but about which he has he had no sound basis for judging its actual
nothing to say.
age. In other cases, like Armsheugh, it had to
Pont rarely defines, or even mentions, be ancient since it was the chief dwelling of
features of a defensive nature. Dunlop, an Godfrey Ross, presumably, in this case,
ancient strong house, is said to be fortified meaning a late 13th-century landholder.¹⁵
with a deep ‘foussie’ of water. Hessilhead In three cases Pont provides brief
Castle is also said to be surrounded by large architectural descriptions. Ardrossan Castle
ditches. Otherwise, he often describes castles was very strongly and well built, containing a
and houses as strong, without explaining what spring of fresh water, and a tower called the
features gave them their strength.
red tower with a ‘vaulte’ (actually
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subterranean vaulted cellars). Glengarnock
Castle had three towers of a good height and
stood on a rock adjacent to the River Garnock.
Kilmarnock Castle (now known as Dean
Castle) was a stately, fair, ancient building,
with two high towers and other buildings
arranged around a courtyard.
The alphabet of settlements provides the
names of owners. In the case of Fergushill its
owner, Robert Fergushill, is described as an
honest and discreet gentleman. Otherwise Pont
has little to say about the living other than their
names. Using his account alone a potentially
interesting picture of ownership emerges. The
preponderance of castles and houses which
belonged to the Cunninghams, 11 according to
Pont, to which could be added
Cunninghamhead, is striking. The other major
family, the Montgomeries, are credited with
seven by Pont, and there was also Giffen. Other
families including the Boyds and Crawfords had
also established cadet branches with their own
lands, castles and houses.
Several lairds had only one property, but
ownership of two or more could indicate
strategies to supply dower-houses, make
provision for other family members, provide
a wider economic base, and entrepreneurship. There is no impression from Pont or his
19th-century continuer, Dobie, that there had
been an influx of new landholders in the years
prior to 1604, either in the form of middleclass entrepreneurs stepping up in society or
nobles and gentlemen based elsewhere
expanding into the region. Most lairds were
of local stock. Only a few properties, like
Southannan and Woodside, belonged to families which were based in neighbouring parts
of Scotland.
Pont clearly regarded Cunninghame as fertile, well populated and reasonably affluent.
Most lived on, and farmed the land, with a
limited amount of fishing along the coast.
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Perhaps coming on for half the land in Pont’s
time was uncropped moorland. Pont lists the
market towns and fairs but says hardly anything about them. He mentions coal deposits
at ‘Moncarden’ (Monkridding) and salt production at Saltcoats. Blaeu’s map shows
several mills on the rivers, either by name or
a symbol of a cross in a circle, but with no
explanation of what they milled. It is probable
that they were not all devoted to grinding
grain. Some may have had uses related to the
production of textiles, or even other industries, but there is no sense from Pont’s
account that he had much interest in the local
economy or its development.
What he clearly was very interested in was
how Cunninghame was ‘veill beutified with
goodly buldings and edifices of Noble and
gentlemen, and ye duellings of the zeomanrie
very thick poudred ouer the face of this
country, all for ye most pairt veil and
commodiously planted and granished’.¹⁶ This
emphasis here is amplified in many of his
individual entries on properties, described as
being well planted, or more specifically with
gardens, orchards and parks. It is also obvious
from the Blaeu map with many actual
representations of fenced areas with trees next
to, or around houses and castles.
A present day view of Cunninghame’s castles
c. 1600
Fortunately, several of the castles and other
dwellings described and listed by Pont have
survived. They have been so well covered by
castellologists in recent times that any
attempt by this author to produce a detailed
gazetteer would be redundant. Some basic
information is provided in the appendix. Nor
is it the purpose of this paper to give a
detailed analysis of the design and
development of tower-houses. MacGibbon
and Ross, writing in 1889, drew attention to
how three Cunninghame tower-houses, Law,
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Fig. 3a. The first of two views of Eglinton Castle prior to its demolition at the end of the
19th century (Fullarton, 1864, opp. p. 131).
Fairlie and Skelmorlie, along with one on the
adjacent island of Little Cumbrae, had a
distinctive plan with first-floor hall and
kitchen. There is something to build on here
in terms of looking for a local type or style.¹⁷
A castle at Irvine, presumably that of the
Lords of Cunninghame, is mentioned in 1184
by an English chronicler, Benedict of
Peterborough.¹⁸ There is no record of an
Irvine Castle in later times. By the late 16th
century there was a house in the Seagate,
Irvine, probably on its site, belonging to the
Earls of Eglinton, hereditary bailies of
Cunninghame. Seagate Castle, as it is known,
is not mentioned by Pont, but might have
been a useful base for the earls when
conducting administrative business.
The only castle still occupied in Pont’s time
which incorporated significant elements of a
13th-century stone castle was Ardrossan, but
it had developed in the course of the 14th and
15th centuries into a fairly typical Scottish
complex contained within a rectangular
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

enclosure wall. Much of it remains as a
picturesque ruin. The dominant structure was
a tower-house, with other structures
including a kitchen tower and hall block. This
was a stronghold of the locally dominant
Montgomeries, earls of Eglinton. While not
lacking in defensive features, including strong
walls, it was presumably its location and
facilities which led to it being chosen for a
meeting of the Privy Council in 1545.¹⁹ For
information on the medieval castle of
Eglinton, perhaps increasingly the home of
the Montgomeries by the time they were
made earls in 1507, we are reliant on two
sketches of it made prior to its replacement
by a gothic mansion in 1798 (Fig. 3).²⁰ It
appears to have consisted of a large towerhouse with an oversailing machicolated
parapet like those at Borthwick (Midlothian)
and Dundas (West Lothian), suggesting an
early 15th-century date despite its supposed
destruction by the Cunninghams in 1528.
There were also two substantial wings,
neither of which may have pre-dated 1600.
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Fig. 3. The second view of Eglinton Castle prior to its demolition at the end of the 19th
century (Fullarton 1864, opp. p. 131).
By the early 17th century the main
residences of the earls of Glencairn were
probably beyond Cunninghame itself, at
Glencairn in Dumfriesshire and Finlaystone in
Renfrewshire. Pont described their castle at
Kilmaurs in Cunninghame as an ancient strong
building but it survives now only as the ruins
of a tower-house adapted as an outbuilding
which adjoins a 17th-century laird’s house.
There are substantial ruins of Glengarnock
Castle, the property of one of the oldest and
most important Cunningham cadet families.
A late 14th century tower-house has an
attached irregular shaped, strong walled
courtyard with at least two other buildings –
towers, according to Pont.
The only other castle which is known to have
developed into a strong complex comparable
to Ardrossan is Dean (Kilmarnock) Castle, the
chief home of the Lords Boyd, largely
surviving but heavily restored. There a large
14th-century tower-house is backed by a
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rectangular enclosure with a ‘palatial’
complex including a hall, kitchen and private
chambers, with an impressive corner tower.
It is believed that this development dates to
the 1460s when the Boyds briefly rose to
political power at a national level before
crashing into near obscurity again.
Rowallan is an interesting anomaly. Pont
described it as a strong, ancient dwelling. It
was the chief seat of the Mure family who had
substantial estates in Cunninghame, but who
never rose to prominence at a national level.
The impressive heraldic display over the
castle entrance does, however, flaunt a
significant royal connection, the fact that a
lady of the house, Elizabeth Mure, was
mother of King Robert III about 1337, and
hence the ancestor of the succeeding
monarchs of Scotland (and England). This was
part of a scheme of building in the mid 16th
century which finally gave the structure the
appearance of a handsome rectangular house
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with a show front and ranges
around a central court.²¹ It
may not have been obvious
that incorporated in this
ensemble was an earlier
tower-house and the court
was at a considerably higher
level than the exterior walls
because it is on the summit
of an earlier motte or
fortification.
Most lairds and gentlemen
in Cunninghame only aspired
to live in a tower-house. We
noted above how Pont
considered the tower-house
at Fairlie to be very ancient,
but the inventory of
possessions contained in the
testament of the owner of
that house, Katherine
Crawford, Lady Fairlie, when
she died there in 1601, does
not give the impression of a
grim old keep.²² No weapons
are listed although there are
gun-loops, perhaps for show
rather than serious use.
Typically there is a hall and
kitchen at first floor level
above two vaulted cellars
Fig. 4. Fairlie castle, plans and section by MacGibbon and Ross
(Fig. 4). The second and third
floors each have two chambers provided guests and travellers of a certain status could
with fireplaces and mural latrine chambers. be accommodated and entertained.²³ There
Apart from curtains, towels, serviettes, table are no clues from the inventory as to how
cloths, pots, pans and other utensils Lady the cellars were used. Animals, fodder and
Fairlie had three feather beds with bedding, bear (barley) were kept in a byre and barn,
four small kists (chests) and two ‘nap beddis’ probably in an attached barmkin. Lesser
(flock mattresses). This can be interpreted castles like Fairlie probably normally had
as the furnishing of four comfortable such an enclosure for protecting stock and
bedrooms and perhaps gives a clue to what farming paraphernalia. Perhaps they were
was expected of a castle like Fairlie in the mostly surrounded by ditches and palisades,
16th century. In a country in which there is which is why they have left no trace.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Fairlie remained a stand-alone tower-house,
probably like several others. Portencross, by
1600 over 200 years old, had already had a
wing added to create an L-shaped plan,
possibly not long after it was constructed in
the late 14th century.²⁴ From the testament
produced in 1621 at the time of the death of
Jean Montgomery, wife of the laird, Robert
Boyd, we learn that there was then also a
barn and barnyard, and appropriately for a
house right at the edge of a small harbour,
two boats.²⁵ Evidence for the barn may be
detected in the impression on the south
exterior castle wall of the gable of a
substantial building.
In the late 16th and early 17th century other
tower-houses were being expanded and
improved by the addition of blocks or wings
with increased accommodation. It is
uncertain how many of these building
projects were complete by the time of Pont’s
visit, but he may well have seen how towerhouses at Aiket and Hessilhead were doubled
in size lengthwise. Elsewhere he would have
viewed, for example at Kelburn, a significant
development of the tower-house design into
a more spacious Z-plan structure, and
elsewhere he may have been able to observe,
possibly at Clonbeith and Monk Castle, how
new houses all but lacked defensive
characteristics.
Because tower-houses are just about the
only domestic buildings that survive in
Scotland from medieval times it is easy to
forget that most Scottish lords and lairds for
most of that time did not have them. By
castles, towers, pretty dwellings and the like
Pont probably meant only structures of more
than one storey with lime mortared walls.
Archaeological or other evidence for other
types of residences is very limited. In a 13thor early 14th-century predecessor to
Portencross Castle, on nearby Auldhill, a
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small stone enclosure wall provided shelter
to a small ground floor hall with central
hearth, and it is possible that similar simple
halls with timber and stone walls remained
in use throughout the Medieval Period.²⁶
There is also evidence for a crannog in
Kilbirnie Loch, occupied in Medieval times
on the basis of bronze vessels found in a
canoe adjacent to its causeway,²⁷ and at
Perceton (Pont’s ‘Nether preistoune’) there
is archaeological evidence for a moated site
from the late 14th century, probably
containing the house occupied by the laird
until it was superseded by a more
substantial house or tower nearby in the
16th century.²⁸
The purpose of Pont’s survey
Pont’s detailed account of Cunninghame, a
peaceful, well governed land of well planted
houses and castles, is unique. There is no
evidence that he intended to extend this
treatment to other parts of Scotland, nor is
there anything closely comparable in early
surviving geographical papers. So why did
he do it? The writer suggests that, whether
or not it progressed beyond the draft that
has come down to us, it was intended as an
advertisement of the suitability of local
lairds and gentlemen to take part in the
plantation of Ireland. Perhaps Pont’s
interest in establishing colonies or
plantations goes back to the 1580s and
1590s when he undertook most of his mapmaking. Ian Mitchell has speculated that
some of his work may have been connected
with King James’ designs, in his terms, to
civilise the Highlands by introducing
Lowland settlers, like the Fife adventurers
in Lewis in 1599.²⁹
Already in 1605 two Cunninghame
gentlemen, James Hamilton, a son of the
minister at Dunlop, and Hugh Montgomery,
laird of Broadstone, had acquired vast estates
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in Counties Antrim and Down. In the same
year, Hugh’s younger brother, George, was
appointed protestant bishop of the dioceses
of Derry, Raphoe and Clogher, and soon also
became a major player in the plantation of
Ulster.³⁰ In 1609 the Scottish Privy Council
issued a proclamation inviting Scots to apply
for proportions of the lands forfeited in Ulster
as a result of the flight in 1607 of the Earls of
Tyrone and Tyrconnell, and in 1610 those who
were actually chosen were instructed to take
possession of their allotted estates.³¹ Other
Cunninghame gentlemen, no doubt
encouraged by the good fortune of the
Montgomery brothers and James Hamilton,
were keen to participate, and many actually
did. Notable planters included Sir James
Cunningham of Glengarnock. It might also be
noted that Pont himself sought a large estate
of land in Ulster, one of 2,000 acres. His bid,
however, was rejected.³²

There is at least one castle symbol on
Blaeu’s map that the author has failed to
identify satisfactorily. It is positioned to
the south of Monk Castle and north of
‘Achiraigs’ (now Ashgrove House).
It should not be assumed that Pont’s list
is complete, and it is certainly not
consistent in the level of information it
provides. Depending on exactly when Pont
made his alphabet, he may have missed
some properties like Clonbeith, dated
1607, simply because it was not yet built.
We have included it, but not some other
properties like Lynn (Pont’s ‘Ouerlynn’,
belonging to John Lynn) and Pitcon, only
described by Pont as the inheritance of
Thomas Boyd. There is said to be evidence
for ‘an ancient tower’ at Lynn (near
Dalry).³³ Pitcon is a late 18th-century
house but a 1530 date stone suggests that
there could have been a tower-house or
substantial house in Pont’s time.³⁴ We
have, however, listed Hunterston Castle,
clearly a 16th-century or earlier towerhouse which is still entire.

As the 17th century progressed a landscape
like Cunninghame’s, dominated by defensible
houses, would be seen as old fashioned or
even barbaric, but the idyllic picture Pont
painted of protestant lairds living in well
planted houses and tower-houses was exactly
The castles and tower-houses which
the future that King James and his
have left traces are well covered in other
administrators in London, Dublin and
Edinburgh saw as a successful future for works. The monumental survey of Scottish
castles by MacGibbon and Ross is still
Ulster.
indispensable, and of particular use to
Appendix
castellologists are recent works by
The map (Fig. 5) and table below includes Coventry and Salter.³⁵
all castles and houses listed by Pont, and/or
Acknowledgement
identified on Blaeu’s map of 1654 with a
castle or house symbol. Information on The author is grateful to Geoffrey Stell for
ownership is as provided by Pont. The reading a draft of this paper and making
Canmore ID numbers relate to the on-line several helpful suggestions.
database of Scottish sites and monuments For a list of castles and substantial houses in
maintained by Historic Environment Cunninghame, c. 1604, according to Timothy
Pont, see the Tables below:
Scotland – https://canmore.org.uk/.
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Modern name
(Pont’s version)

Pont’s description

Owner

Blaeu Map

Canmore

ID

Notes

Aiket (Akat-ouer)

Pretty dwelling

Alexander Cunningham

tower + garden

42014

Restored L 15th c towerhouse with wing of c 1600

Ardrossan Castle

castle

Earl of Eglinton

tower

41133

Ruin, 13th-16th c castle

Auchenharvie

ancient old tower, well
planted

Cunningham

tower

42043

Ruined 16th c tower-house

Baidland (Bedlen)

proper tower with
orchards

Andrew Crawford

41192

Now 17th c and later house

Blair Castle

ancient castle and strong Blair
donjon with gardens etc

house + garden

42024

16th c tower-house
incorporated in 17th c
house

Brisbane (Kelsoland)

good house well planted

house + garden

41290

Record of house date 1634,
now destroyed

Broadstone

pretty dwelling

Archibald Kelso

42203

No surviving trace

Busbie (Knockentiber)

James Mowatt

tower

41907

Tower-house, c. 1600, now
destroyed

Carlung

Cunningham of Waterston
(Renfrew)

tower

40606

Old castellated ruinous
building until 1770?

Clonbeith (Klonbyith)

Hugh Montgomery

42042

Ruined house of 1607

Corsehill

fair dwelling well planted

Alexander Cunningham

William Cunningham
tower

42919

Ruined tower-house

Crawfurdland Castle

fair building well planted

Crawford

tower + garden

42934

Tower-house incorporated
in 19th c mansion

Crosbie Tower

habitation

William Crawford of
Auchinames (Renfrew)

tower + garden

41209

Now 17th c and later house

Cuninghamhead Castle
(Kuninghame-head)

strong old donjon well
planted

Dalmusternock

tower + garden
[Mure of] Rowallan

Dean Castle (Kilmarnock)

stately
fair
ancient Lord Boyd
building,with gardens

Ducat Hall

pretty dwelling well
planted

George Campbell of
Stevenston

Dunlop

ancient strong house with
goodly orchards

James Dunlop

East Kersland (Kersland)

Destroyed in mid 18th c.
See note 36

tower + garden

142450

19th c farmhouse with 1615
date stone. Note 37

tower + garden

265333

Restored 14th-17th c castle

41060

No surviving trace

tower

42921
42889

19th c mansion with earlier
date stone, 1599

house

Remains of tower-house (?) with 1604
date stone incorporated in farm
steading

Eglinton

fair strong ancient house
with gardens

Earl of Eglinton

tower + garden

42076

15th c (?) tower replaced by
later mansion

Fairlie Castle

strong tower, very ancient
with orchards

Fairlie of that ilk

annulet

41207

Ruined 16th c tower-house

Fergushill

habitation

Robert Fergushill

annulet

Giffen Castle

strong old house

Glengarnock Castle

strong ancient castle

Cunningham

Hessilhead Castle

strong old building well
planted

Robert Montgomery

Hill of Beith (Easter Hill of
Beith)

pretty building

Hourat Tower

old strong tower
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E of Kilwinning. No
information

tower + annulet

42204

A Montgomery towerhouse, no remains in situ

annulet

42179

Ruin, 14th-16th c castle

house

42202

No surviving trace, towerhouse with 17th c wing

John Cunningham

tower

42192

No surviving trace

David Ker of Kersland

tower (Sersly)

41199

No surviving trace. Note 38
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Modern name
(Pont’s version)

Pont’s description

Hunterston

Owner

Blaeu Map

Canmore

Notes

ID

Robert Hunter

annulet

40646

16th c tower-house with later
additions

Kelburn Castle

goodly building well
planted etc

John Boyle

tower

41169

Z-plan tower-house of 1581

Kerelaw, or Stevenston
Castle

fair strong building

Earl of Glencairn

tower + garden

41097

Ruined castle, adapted into 19th c
folly

Kilbirnie Castle

fair building well planted

John Crawford

tower

42206

Ruined tower-house (15th c?) with
17th c wing

Kilmaurs Castle

ancient strong blding with
a fair park

Earl of Glencairn

tower + garden

42946

Ruined tower-house

Kirkland

pretty dwelling

Gavin Blair

annulet

Knock

pretty dwelling well
planted

Ladyland

strong tower

Law Castle

strong great donjon

Loudoun

touse + garden

Lord Loudoun

Dalry: no surviving trace. Note 39
40716

Restored Z-plan tower-house, 1603-4

42154

A Barclay castle; only a fragment
survives

house

40996

Restored 16th c tower-house

2 towers + garden

43714

Tower-house with 17th c wing
incorporated in early 19th c house,
now ruined

Monk Castle

pretty fair building well Earl of Abercorn
planted

tower

40978

Now ruined early 17th c house

Monkredding
(Moncarden)

proper dwelling well
planted

Andrew Niven

annulet

42027

Much restored and altered house
with 1602 date stone

Montfode

pretty dwelling

Hugh Montfode

tower

41101

Ruin, possibly of L 16th c Z-plan
tower-house

Montgreenan

old strong donjon well
planted

Cunningham

tower

42025

Fragmentary remains

Newmilns

fair and well built
dwelling with gardens

Lord Loudoun

tower + houses

43682

Restored 16th c tower-house

Perceton (Nether
preistoune)

pretty dwelling

Barclay

house

42071

Old house removed about 1770

Perceton (Ouer
peirstoune)

proper building well
planted

Blair of Adamton
(Kyle)

house

42044

L 18th c house, Annick Lodge, on its
site

Polkelly

tower

A Mure castle, removed in the 1850s.
Note 40.

Portencross Castle

Archibald Boyd

house

40598

Restored L 14th c tower-house

Robertland Castle
(Ouer Robertland)

Cunningham

tower

42920

Fragmentary remains

Rowallan

strong ancient dwelling

Mure

tower + garden

42975

Restored complex house, 14th-17th c

Skelmorlie (North
Skelmorly)

fair well built house with
orchards and woods

Robert Montgomery

tower

40697

Restored tower-house c 1500,
incorporated in later mansion

Lord Semple

house + garden

41218

Ruins of 16th c courtyard castle

Southannan (Mains of
Suy Inin)
Stane Castle (Meikele
Staine)

strong old tower

Earl of Eglinton

tower

41924

Ruined tower-house c 1500

Stewarton Castle

strong old donjon

Neil Montgomery of
Lainshaw

annulet (Silvertoun
Castle)

42917

Remains
of
tower-house
incorporated within 19th c house

Tarbert

strong old dwelling well
planted

Lord Ross

house

40999

No trace

Robert Ker

house

173432

No trace

Ralston

Tower

42171

Tower-house of 1551 incorporated in
later building

Trearne
Woodside

proper dwelling
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Fig. 5 Map of Cunninghame, c. 1600, with castles and houses mentioned by Timothy Pont
Notes
¹ The 1604-08 date was deduced by Pont’s 19thcentury editor on the basis of internal information.
See J. S. Dobie (ed.), Cuninghame, topographized
by Timothy Pont, A.M., 1604-1608, with continuations and illustrative notices by the late James
Dobie of Crummock, F.S.A.. Scot., (Glasgow, 1876),
p. xv. There is a view that at that time Pont was
revisiting the area to do his gazetteer and that the
mapping was actually done by him sometime in
the years from 1584 to 1596. See A. M. Findlay,
‘”Cuninghamia”: Timothy Pont’s contribution to
Scottish cartography’, Scottish Geographical Magazine, 94 (1978), 36-47.
² I. C. Cunningham (ed.), The Nation Survey’d.
Timothy Pont’s Maps of Scotland (East Linton,
2001).
³ Hector Boece’s Historia Gentis Scotorum was first
published in 1527, and George Buchanan’s Rerum
Scoticarum Historia in 1582.
⁴ Dobie, Cuninghame, 3-28.
⁵ J. Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Sive Atlas Novus,
Volume V (Amsterdam, 1654). It is available on-line at
the National Library of Scotland,
https://maps.nls.uk/mapmakers/blaeu_j.html
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

⁶ Findlay, ‘Cuninghamia’.
⁷ The best and most convenient source for Pont’s text
along with Blaeu’s map of Cunninghame is Dobie’s
edition, cited in a previous end note. There is
another edition by J. Fullarton (ed.), Topographical
account of the district of Cunningham, Ayrshire.
Compiled about the year 1600 by Mr Timothy Pont
(Glasgow, Maitland Club, 1858). See also A. Mitchell
(ed.), Geographical collections relating to Scotland
made by Walter MacFarlane, vol. 2 (Edinburgh,
Scottish History Society, 1907), 589-92.
⁸ H. L. MacQueen and J. Simmons, ‘Cunningham
family’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography,
https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/54161, 23 Sept.
2004 (accessed 17 Apr. 2020).
⁹ Dobie, Cuninghame, 5-6.
¹⁰ Dobie, Cuninghame, 308-10.
¹¹ R. D. S. Jack, ‘Montgomerie, Alexander’, Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography,
https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/19052, 28 Sept.
2006 (accessed 13 Jun. 2020). Pont mentions him
in his entry on Hessilhead Castle as ‘yat renoned
poet’ (Dobie, Cuninghame, 17).
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¹² Cf. the overall distribution of 426 tower-houses
mapped by John Dunbar in P. McNeill and R.
Nicholson (eds), An Historical Atlas of Scotland
c.400 – c.1600 (Conference of Scottish Medievalists, 1975), 184 (map no. 82).
¹³ C. McKean, ‘Timothy Pont’s building drawings’, in
Cunningham, The Nation Survey’d, 111-24.
¹⁴ For the dating of wide-mouth gunloops see I. MacIvor,
‘Artillery and Major Places of Strength in the Lothians
and the East Border, 1513-1542’, in D. H. Caldwell
(ed.), Scottish Weapons & Fortifications 1100-1800
(Edinburgh, 1981), 115.
¹⁵ PoMS, no. 9351
(https://www.poms.ac.uk/record/person/9351/;
accessed 06 May 2020). Armsheugh (‘Ormes-heugh’)
is not included in our list of castles and houses of
about 1600 since Pont only refers to it as a dwelling
in the past (Dobie, Cuninghame, 26).
¹⁶ Dobie, Cuninghame, 6.
¹⁷ D. MacGibbon and T. Ross, The Castellated and
Domestic Architecture of Scotland, 5 vols (Edinburgh, 1887-92), vol. 3, 173-83. Compare other
castles in the southwest at Saddell in Kintyre and
Comlongan in Dumfriesshire.
¹⁸ A. O. Anderson, Scottish Annals from English Chroniclers A.D. 500 to 1286 (London, 1908), 286.
¹⁹ D. H. Caldwell, ‘Ardrossan Castle, Ayrshire: a
preliminary account’, Proceedings Society Antiquaries Scotland 104 (1971-72, published 1974),
201-22. The author has developed his ideas on the
castle in a new piece which also gives the background to the Privy Council meeting (Ayrshire
Federation of Historical Societies/Ayrshire Archaeological and Natural History Society, forthcoming).
²⁰ J. Fullarton, Historical Memoir of the family of Eglinton
and Winton (Ardrossan, 1864), opp. p. 131.
²¹ G. Ewart and D. Gallagher, A Palace fit for a laird.
Rowallan Castle. Archaeology and research 19982008 (Historic Scotland, 2009).
²² Fullarton, Cunningham, 179-80.
²³ Note how, on the one hand, King James VI/I intended
to civilise the Western Isles in 1609 by the provision
of inns, as required by the ‘statutes of Iona’ (D.
Gregory, History of the Western Highlands and Isles
of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1836), 331). On the other
hand, early travellers from England, like Taylor ‘the
water poet’ in 1618, relied on a network of contacts
for accommodation and entertainment. See John
Taylor, The Pennyless Pilgrimage, or The Money-less
Perambulation (London, 1618).
²⁴ For a detailed architectural analysis by the author
see D. H. Caldwell et al, ‘Auldhill, Portencross’,
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Archaeological Journal 155/1 (1998), 73-77.
²⁵ Fullarton, Cunningham, 205-6.
²⁶ Caldwell et al, ‘Auldhill, Portencross’, 39-41.
²⁷ Canmore, National Record of the Historic Environment:
https://canmore.org.uk/site/42219/kilbirnie-loch
(accessed 4 June 2020).

²⁸ S. Stronach, ‘The evolution of a medieval Scottish
manor at Perceton, near Irvine, North Ayrshire’,
Medieval Archaeology 48/1 (2004), 145-66.
²⁹ I. R. Mitchell, ‘Timothy Pont and Scotland’s Mountains’, in Cunningham, The Nation Survey’d, 101.
³⁰ M. Perceval-Maxwell, The Scottish Migration to
Ulster in the Reign of James I (Belfast, 1990),
46-90. Hamilton was to be raised to the peerage
as Viscount Clandeboye, and Montgomery
became Viscount of the Ards. In 1641 Viscount
Clandeboye had a burial vault with a monument
to his father erected next to his church in Dunlop.
See https://canmore.org.uk/site/42911/dunlopclandeboye-vault (Accessed 21 Jul. 2020).
³¹ Perceval-Maxwell, Scottish Migration to Ulster,
91-137.
³² D. Masson (ed.), The Register of the Privy Council
of Scotland, vol. VIII, A.D. 1607-1610 (Edinburgh,
1887), 330. See also Cunningham, The Nation
Survey’d, xviii, 4, 30, 101; and Perceval-Maxwell,
Scottish Migration to Ulster, 94-95, 320.
³³ T. Campbell, Ayrshire, a historical guide (Edinburgh,
2003), 220-21.
³⁴ Canmore, National Record of the Historic Environment,
https://canmore.org.uk/site/41204/pitcon
(accessed 29 May 2020).
³⁵ MacGibbon and Ross, The Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland; M. Salter, The Castles
of South-West Scotland (Malvern, 2006); and M.
Coventry, The Castles of Scotland (Musselburgh,
2001).
³⁶ Dobie, Cuninghame, 279.
³⁷ Ewart and Gallagher, Rowallan Castle, 95-96.
³⁸ The Canmore ID relates to a now largely quarried
away prehistoric and early historic fort at South
Hourat known as Castlehill. Hourat Castle is likely
to have been in the vicinity.
³⁹ Dobie mentions the old mansion-house of Wester
Kirklands. Reference is also made in a crown
charter of 1850 of the tower fortalice and manorplace of Kirkland (Dobie, Cuninghame, 247).
⁴⁰ Ewart and Gallagher, Rowallan Castle, 95
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